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Change races at us on all fronts: Anywhere 
operations. Cloud, in all its forms. Digital 
Acceleration. IoT devices. Innovation elevates 
your business, but comes with unprecedented 
security challenges.

Securely connecting the right people to the right technology 
in your modern enterprise can often feel beyond reach. In fact, 
without the right solution, it probably is.  

Most enterprises house thousands to millions of identities, each 
with varying access requirements that change constantly based 
on business needs. Without a single view into all identities and 
their access rights across critical business assets, and the ability to 
manage them through automation, you are needlessly exposed to 
business, brand and financial risks brought on by the technology 
explosion.

However, with identity security at the center of your infrastructure, 
you can significantly reduce risks, improve productivity of your 
users and security teams, and build a security foundation capable 
of defending against today’s most pressing threats.

SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern 
enterprise. At the core of SailPoint Identity Security is artificial 
intelligence and machine learning, a foundation that automates 
the discovery, management, and control of ALL access. It ensures 
that each identity, human or non-human, has the right access 
needed to do their job – no more, no less.



Discover why identity security is 
business essential for modern 
enterprises today.
Without identity security, how would your workforce do their job and remain productive 
without introducing security risks? How would a CIO prove to auditors they know for 
certainty who has access to their applications, systems and data? If you’re a CISO, how 
could you confidently report to the CEO and the board that all sensitive IP is secure 
from potential theft? Finally, how would you guarantee to your customers that their 
sensitive data is protected?

Evolving your identity security initiative is not a choice, it is mission-critical for modern 
enterprises today.

Our Difference is at the Core

SailPoint’s intelligent, autonomous and integrated solutions put identity security at the core of business operations and 
are trusted by the world’s largest, most complex organizations, including 58% of Forbes World’s Most Valuable Brands.

Unmatched Intelligence
Artificial intelligence and machine learning provide 
360-degree visibility, insight and remediation, so you 
can adapt and ensure the security of every identity.

Frictionless Automation
Automate and streamline identity processes to 
better discover, manage, and secure user access 
freeing your workers to focus on innovation, 
collaboration and productivity.

Comprehensive Integration
Extend your ability to embed identity context across 
your hybrid environment and centrally manage and 
control access to all data, applications, systems and 
cloud infrastructure—for all identity types.



Choose Security that Adapts Intelligently
Our unmatched intelligence sees all your identities and the access they have at speed 
and scale. It can identify what’s necessary, what’s normal and what’s not with insights 
you cannot generate on your own. 

Automate and Simplify Identity Security at Scale
Streamline identity processes and decisions such as access requests, role modeling, 
and access certifications, driving greater efficiencies across your organization.

Take Control: All Identities, Everywhere
Integration with thousands of connectors allows you to manage identity access 
across your hybrid environment.

AI-Driven Identity Security

Gain new insight into identity and access with the ability to:

Find and address hidden risk such as access anomalies

Identify and eliminate Shadow IT

Prevent toxic access combinations

Address access risk before it’s provisioned

Automate access with smart recommendations

Improve productivity while also spotting and responding to access risks.

Enable dynamic, remote workforce with the right access

Reduce help desk calls and cost

Accelerate identity processes

Eliminate manual provisioning efforts

Automate the creation and maintenance of roles

Centrally manage and control access to data, apps, systems and cloud infrastructure.

Connect to your entire digital ecosystem

Improve time to value with faster integration to apps and data

Centralize access controls and policies—for all identity types 

Control your IAM user experience in Slack, Microsoft and ServiceNow

Robust APIs enable integration with business processes
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Figures based on public SailPoint customer success stories.
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SailPoint Meets You 
Where You Are
No matter how complex your business environment or where it operates — in the cloud, 
on premises, or hybrid — our complete, core Identity Security solution meets you where 
you are fitting the shape and speed of your business and delivering the flexibility, 
ease-of-deployment and user centricity you need.

Always secure. Always compliant.



Great Partners + Integrations
We partner with top technology vendors to provide easy 

out-of-the-box integrations and connectivity.

Our Partner Ecosystem
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About SailPoint 
SailPoint is the leading provider of identity security for the modern enterprise. Enterprise 
security starts and ends with identities and their access, yet the ability to manage and 
secure identities today has moved well beyond human capacity. Using a foundation 
of artificial intelligence and machine learning, the SailPoint Identity Security Platform 
delivers the right level of access to the right identities and resources at the right time—
matching the scale, velocity, and environmental needs of today’s cloud-oriented 
enterprise. Our intelligent, autonomous, and integrated solutions put identity security at 
the core of digital business operations, enabling even the most complex organizations 
across the globe to build a security foundation capable of defending against today’s 
most pressing threats. 
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